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Abstract
SSx–AMPS–Au nanoparticles were designed and synthesized for use as catalysts in the reductive discoloration of organic 
dyes. The catalysts are raspberry-like structures consisting of amorphous silica nanoparticle cores,  SSx (x = 20, 50 and 
100 nm), functionalized with amine groups and decorated with discrete gold nanoparticles. Evaluation of these nano-
raspberries for the discoloration of methylene blue in both metal-catalyzed and metal-mediated reactions showed 
significantly enhanced rates of reduction (< 900 s) as compared to the catalyst-free reactions (> 24 h). Furthermore, the 
 SSx–AMPS–Au nano-raspberries could also successfully reduce a range of anionic and cationic organic dyes, including 
methyl orange, rhodamine B, congo red, malachite green and crystal violet. The most promising catalyst was  SS50–AMPS–
Au, which comprized of ~ 3.5 nm gold nanoparticles on a 50 nm silica sphere.  SS50–AMPS–Au showed significantly higher 
activity for all reactions. Comparison of the non-recyclable catalytic system and the recyclable metal-mediated system 
showed that the catalytic system is the greener of the two.
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1 Introduction

The first synthetic dye, Mauve or Aniline-Purple, was 
discovered in 1856 [1]. Since this discovery, dyes have 
become an indispensable part of the textile- and many 
other industries [2]. Based on a review published in 2011 
[2], there are more than 100,000 dyes available and more 
than a million tons of these dyes are produced each year. 
On average, 10–15% of these dyes end up in wastewater, 
which amounts to more than 300 mg/L of dye content 
[3]. This is cause for concern, since a dye content of only 
1 mg/L is enough to visibly color effluents. Aside from 
the aesthetics of highly colored effluents, the harmful 
properties of the dyes are also problematic. In 2001, 
Nigam and co-workers published a review on the reme-
diation of dyes in effluents from the textile industry [4], 
where they highlighted the same issues—the fact that 
the dyes are not only visible at very low concentrations, 
but they are harmful due to properties including toxic-
ity, carcinogenicity and mutagenicity [5]. Furthermore, 
they emphasized that these dyes are generally resistant 
to the aerobic treatment process applied to municipal 
sewage water. This resistance to degradation along with 
the pollutant and other harmful properties poses a sig-
nificant problem.

Currently, there are several approaches to treat highly 
colored effluent streams containing organic dye mole-
cules. These methods fall into various categories includ-
ing, chemical, physical and biological [2, 3, 6]. Although 
there has been a degree of success with these methods, 
there are problems with the implementation, including 
incomplete color removal or degradation and a lack of 
feasibility. Hence, current research is focused on devel-
oping more effective and less expensive methods for 
treating wastewater [4]. Since reductive degradation 
and/or discoloration has shown promise as a means of 
decoloring these effluents and generating less harmful 
materials, catalytic reductive discoloration was consid-
ered as a cheaper and possibly more efficient means of 
treating dye-containing effluents.

Literature studies have shown that supported gold 
nanoparticles are very efficient catalysts for the reduc-
tion of 4-nitrophenol [7, 8]. Chang and Chen reported 
one such example, where gold nanoparticles (3.14 nm) 
were loaded onto a magnetic nanocarrier with a chitosan 
coating. The chitosan provided the driving force for the 
formation and stabilization of the gold nanoparticles. 
The catalytic studied showed that the magnetically 
recoverable nanocatalyst could reduce 4-nitrophenol 
to 4-aminophenol in the presence of sodium borohy-
dride within minutes and could be recycled up to eleven 
times without a significant loss in activity [7]. Similarly, 

unsupported gold nanoparticles have been used to cata-
lyze reductive dye degradation [9–12]. Gold nanoparti-
cles produced by various green synthetic methods and 
with sizes in the range of 10–50 nm have been employed 
to successfully reduce methylene blue, methyl orange 
and Congo red in the presence of sodium borohydride. 
Unlike their supported counterparts, the recyclability of 
these gold nanoparticles was not considered [9–12].

Since highly reactive small gold nanoparticles tend 
to agglomerate [9], stabilizers are required to ensure 
that agglomeration (and consequent deactivation) is 
prevented or limited. As demonstrated by the exam-
ples above, the supported gold nanoparticles are sig-
nificantly smaller than their unsupported counterparts 
and the supported nanocatalysts generally display good 
recyclability due to their enhanced stability. Various sup-
port materials have been employed successfully to limit 
agglomeration for various applications. Among others, 
silica has proven to be an attractive support material 
because it is inexpensive and abundant with high stabil-
ity [13, 14]. Furthermore, since silica has been employed 
as a sorbent material for treating wastewater [2] it is the 
ideal choice of support for active gold nanoparticles 
employed as dye degradation catalysts.

In this paper, the design, synthesis and evaluation of 
gold-decorated amino-functionalized silica nanoparti-
cles  (SSx–AMPS–Au) as nanocatalysts for the reductive 
discoloration of methylene blue is discussed. To deter-
mine the full potential of these catalysts, the scope for 
reducing a range of anionic and cationic dyes was also 
evaluated.

2  Materials and methods

2.1  General

The chemicals used include tetraethyl orthosilicate 
(TEOS, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich), ammonium hydroxide 
(28–30%, Sigma-Aldrich), absolute ethanol (99.8%, 
Merck), ethanol (96.4%, Scienceworld), (3-aminopropyl)
trimethoxysilane (AMPS, 97% Sigma-Aldrich), isopro-
panol (99.5%, Scienceworld), gold(III) chloride trihy-
drate  (HAuCl4·3H2O, ≥ 49.0%, Sigma-Aldrich), sodium 
borohydride  (NaBH4, 99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich), sodium 
citrate tribasic dihydrate (≥ 99.0%, Sigma-Aldrich) and 
fresh Type II water. The organic dyes employed were 
methylene blue (MB, > 96%, May & Baker Ltd.), methyl 
orange (MO, > 90%, Merck), rhodamine B (RB, > 90%, E. 
Gurr, Michrome), congo red (CR, > 90%, BDH Chemicals 
Ltd.), malachite green (MG, > 90%, Fluka) and crystal vio-
let (CV, > 90%, BDH Chemicals Ltd.).
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2.2  Preparation of silica nanoparticle cores 
and AMPS‑functionalized silica nanoparticles, 
 SSx NPs and  SSx–AMPS NPs

The synthesis of the  SSx NPs was adapted from the method 
reported by Galembeck and co-workers [15] and the 
 SSx–AMPS NPs were synthesized by modifying the method 
reported by Mulvaney and co-workers [16]. General meth-
ods are described in the supporting information.

2.3  Preparation of  SSx–AMPS–Aun nanoparticles 
with various gold loadings (n) and silica core 
sizes (x)

2.3.1  SS20–AMPS–Aun NPs for n = 5, 10 and 15

The most suitable gold loading for the  SSx–AMPS NPs was 
determined by using the method reported below and 
varying the gold loading (5–15 mM). Details are provided 
in the supporting information.

2.3.2  SSx–AMPS–Au10 NPs for x = 20, 50 and 100

SSx–AMPS NPs (50 mg) were isolated from the stock solu-
tion by centrifugation (15,000 rpm × 30 min). The superna-
tant was decanted and replaced with water (8 mL). Next, 
the particles were resuspended by sonication to form a 
silica suspension. Water (17 mL) and the silica suspension 
(8 mL) were added to a round bottom flask. The flask was 
stoppered, and the solution was stirred magnetically for 
5 min at 300 rpm and 25 °C. Next, a 10 mM gold solution 
was prepared (17 mg  HAuCl4 in 5 mL  H2O). 10 mM gold 
stock solution (2.5 mL) was added to the flask. The flask 
was stoppered again, and the reaction was stirred for 2 h. 
Thereafter, a 100 mM  NaBH4 solution was prepared (19 mg 
 NaBH4 in 5 mL  H2O). The  NaBH4 solution (2 mL) was added 
dropwise via a syringe pump at a rate of 24 mL/h. Once 
the addition was complete, the solution was stirred for 
30 min.  SSx–AMPS–Au NPs were isolated by centrifugation 
at 15,000 rpm for 30 min. The supernatant was decanted, 
and the pellets were washed by adding water (8 × 1.5 mL/
tube) and sonicating the tubes (1–3 min) to resuspend the 
silica. After washing, the silica was isolated by centrifug-
ing again (15,000 rpm for 30 min). The supernatant was 
decanted, and the  SSx–AMPS–Au NPs were resuspended 
in water (1.0 mL/tube) and diluted with water to obtain a 
stock solution (30 mL).

2.4  Dye discoloration

The method reported by Saikia et al. [17] was used as a 
starting point. General methods are provided here for the 
reductive discoloration of methylene blue.

The following stock solutions were prepared with Type 
II water and stored at room temperature (25 °C): 1 mM 
methylene blue and 50 mM  NaBH4. The stock solutions 
of the  SSx–AMPS–Au catalysts were prepared by dilut-
ing the original solutions so that 1–2 mol% gold relative 
to the dyes could be achieved. Note that if the original 
solution was not in water, the required mass of particles 
was isolated by centrifugation and then resuspended in 
water. Next, samples for UV–Vis spectroscopic analysis of 
the catalysis reaction were prepared using the stock solu-
tions. Concentrations provided in brackets are the final 
concentration in the samples.

2.5  General sample preparation method 
for reductive discoloration of methylene blue

The following were added to a cuvette to achieve a total 
volume of 3000 μL: methylene blue (120 μL; 0.040 mM), 
water (1867–2551 μL), nanoparticles (326–353 μL, 
1–2 mol% gold relative to substrate as indicated, or an 
equivalent silica loading (μg/μL) for the naked and func-
tionalized silica samples). The cuvette was then placed in 
the UV–Vis spectrophotometer with the cell holder tem-
perature set to 25 °C (unless specified otherwise). The 
 NaBH4 (2.4–660 µL; 0.040 mM–11 mM; 1–275 equivalents 
relative to substrate) was added and the mixture was 
stirred quickly. The UV–Vis spectroscopy absorbance was 
recorded in the range of 800–200 nm or at the λmax for the 
dye at 15 s intervals. Note that the λmax for each dye was 
determined beforehand. For all UV–Vis spectroscopy data 
sets, the raw data were exported to Excel and processed 
further. All experiments were performed in triplicate and 
the results were averaged, unless otherwise specified.

3  Results and discussion

3.1  Design, synthesis and characterization

Taking inspiration from the literature [14, 18–20], gold-
decorated amino-functionalized silica nanoparticles 
 (SSx–AMPS–Au) were designed as potential dye discol-
oration catalysts. The rationale behind the design is that 
the amino-functionalized silica cores will stabilize the 
active gold nanoparticles thus, limiting agglomeration 
and possibly improving the activity. A three-step synthe-
sis was developed with a focus on repeatability and ease 
(Fig. 1). Initially, Stöber methods [21] were used to gen-
erate a range of silica cored nanoparticles (20–100 nm) 
via an optimized method, where only one reagent is var-
ied. Next, the silica nanoparticle cores were functional-
ized with (3-aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (AMPS) [16]. 
Finally, the decoration of the nanoparticle cores with gold 
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nanoparticles (2–5 nm) was achieved via a simple deposi-
tion–precipitation process [22].

For the silica cores, three sizes were prepared (20, 50 
and 100 nm) so that the effect of the core size could be 
determined. Modifying the method reported by Galem-
beck and co-workers [15], the desired core sizes could be 
achieved by varying the amount of ammonium hydrox-
ide added. Characterization by TEM microscopy confirmed 
the formation of roughly spherical particles with the sizes 
16 nm, 50 nm and 102 nm, respectively. As expected, the 
size decreased with decreasing ammonium hydroxide 
concentration. Furthermore, it was noted that the shape 
becomes more irregular as the particle size decreases. Sim-
ilarly, the dispersion of the particles decreased with the 
size. Therefore, the smaller particles aggregated into large 
clusters due to the high surface area and consequently 
high reactivity.

The next step was to functionalize the silica with AMPS. 
Following the method reported by Mulvaney et al. [16], 
AMPS-functionalized silica  (SSx–AMPS) nanoparticles were 
obtained. The AMPS loading was varied to (theoretically) 
achieve the same AMPS/surface area coverage on all par-
ticles. UV–Vis spectra were recorded and clearly showed 
the –NH2 band at approximately 280 nm.

The final step of the synthesis involved loading gold 
onto the functionalized-silica cores. This was done by a 
deposition–precipitation method adapted from the litera-
ture [22]. Preliminary tests showed that a 10 wt % gold 
loading is the most efficient with respect to the particle 
size and size-distribution of the gold nanoparticles (Figure 
S3—Supporting information). Again, UV–Vis spectroscopy 
was employed to determine if the synthesis was success-
ful. The spectra for each stage of the synthesis are shown 
in Fig. 2.

For the gold-decorated sil ica nanoparticles 
 (SSx–AMPS–Au), the –NH2 absorbance is observed at 
approximately 260 nm. This is a shift of approximately 
20 nm from the  SSx–AMPS –NH2 band due to the interac-
tion of the –NH2 groups with gold. The surface plasmon 
resonance (SPR) absorbance appears as a broad absorb-
ance in the range of 520 nm, confirming the formation 
of gold nanoparticles. With increasing silica size, the SPR 
peak undergoes a slight red shift. This suggests that the 
gold nanoparticle size increases with the silica size, albeit 
very slightly [23]. Furthermore, the absence of the gold ion 

Fig. 1  Synthetic scheme for 
 SSx–AMPS–Au nanoparticles

Fig. 2  UV–Vis spectra for the nanoparticles after each of the 3 steps 
for the synthesis of  SSx–AMPS–Au nanoparticles
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absorbance at 300 nm confirms complete reduction of the 
 HAuCl4 salt to gold nanoparticles.

Next, TEM microscopy was used to determine the size 
and morphology of the particles. The micrographs show 
roughly spherical silica cores decorated with gold nano-
particles. Since the gold nanoparticles do not form a com-
plete layer, the structure is referred to as a raspberry-like 
particle rather than a core–shell structure [16]. Hence, 
the structure is denoted as  SSx–AMPS–Au, where  SSx rep-
resents the silica cores with varying size (x), AMPS is the 
(3-aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane linker and Au represents 
gold nanoparticles on the surface. Representative micro-
graphs are shown in Fig. 3, along with histograms showing 
the particle size distribution and average particle size for 
both the silica and the gold nanoparticles. As predicted, 
the smallest silica (with the largest surface area) provided 
the highest degree of stabilization for the gold nanopar-
ticles, thus the gold nanoparticles on the small silica cores 

are the smallest and those on the largest silica cores are 
the largest (due to the relatively lower degree of stabiliza-
tion). This supports the UV–Vis spectroscopy findings. It is 
worth noting that the dispersion of the modified nanopar-
ticles is not quite as good as the dispersion of the naked 
silica nanoparticles (Figure S5—Supporting information). 
The change may be due to the surface modification or an 
increase in concentration of particles in solutions, follow-
ing the purification steps. Hence, the stability of the parti-
cles will be determined, as discussed later on.

In addition to the micrographs, TEM-EDS was per-
formed to confirm the presence of all elements (Figure 
S4—Supporting information). All nanoparticles showed 
Si and O from the  SiO2 silica core and Au from the gold 
nanoparticles on the surface. The C and N from the AMPS 
linker could not be detected due to the low concentration 
relative to the other elements. However, the presence of 
metallic gold supports the  SSx–AMPS–Au raspberry-type 

Fig. 3  TEM micrographs and histograms showing particle size distribution for  SSx–AMPS–Au nanoparticles
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structures observed in the TEM micrographs. Following 
TEM microscopy, the metal content was determined with 
ICP-AES (Table S2—Supporting information). The loadings 
achieved varied with the silica size, however, the actual 
percentage of gold loaded (compared to the theoretical 
loading) was approximately 80%.

Once the synthesis and characterization were complete, 
the next step was to evaluate the success of the design. 
Hence, the stability and catalytic activity of these rasp-
berry-like  SSx–AMPS–Au nanoparticles were investigated 
by employing the nanoparticles as reductive dye degrada-
tion catalysts.

3.2  Stability over time

Once synthesized, the particles were stored as aqueous 
suspensions in a dark cupboard at room temperature. 
After 3 months, the solutions were sonicated and fresh 
TEM samples were prepared and analyzed. The initial TEM 
micrographs and histograms are compared with those 
obtained after 3 months shown in Fig. 4.

From the repeat TEM micrographs, it was clear that the 
larger particles are stable, showing little to no change. As 
expected, the smaller particles are less stable and tend to 
slightly aggregate. Overall, the gold nanoparticles were 
quite stable whilst the silica nanoparticles showed more 
size variation. The small  SS20 nanoparticles aggregated to 
the extent that the particle size could not be determined 

accurately, whilst the larger  SS50 and  SS100 nanoparticles 
showed slight aggregation. Based on the TEM micro-
graphs, it is thought that the gold nanoparticles are ade-
quately stabilized on the  SSx–AMPS nanoparticles, but 
the aggregation of these core particles brings the gold 
nanoparticles into contact with one another, thus, facili-
tating agglomeration. A schematic representation of this is 
shown in Fig. 5. Hence, the medium sized silica core struc-
ture,  SS50–AMPS–Au, provides the best balance between 
stability and small gold nanoparticle size for catalytic 
applications. A way in which to limit the aggregation of 
the core particles in future, may be to increase the amine 
loading on the surface, thus preventing the core particles 
for coming into contact or incorporating an amine with a 
longer aliphatic chain for the same purpose.

3.3  Reductive discoloration of methylene blue

The reductive discoloration of methylene blue was carried 
out as a model reaction for the discoloration of cationic 
dyes. Initial optimization studies were carried out using 
similar conditions to those reported by Saikia et al. [17].

For each catalyst, the catalyzed reaction, as well as sev-
eral control reactions were carried out. The composition 
of these reactions is shown in Table 1.

Based on optimization reactions, the initial catalytic 
conditions for a methylene blue discoloration reaction at 
25 °C were: 40 uM methylene blue, 2 mol% gold and 275 

Fig. 4  TEM micrographs of  SSx–AMPS–Au nanoparticles after preparation (top) and after 3 months (bottom)
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equivalents of reducing agent  (NaBH4). Figure 6a, b shows 
the absorbance for methylene blue (λmax = 663 nm) for 
each of the reactions run for the  SS100–AMPS–Au catalyst, 
as well as the percentage reduction achieved. 

From Fig. 6a, b, it was determined that no reduction 
occurred for control reactions B1 and B2. The absence of 
reduction for B1 shows that the dye is stable for the reac-
tion period and does not reduce by itself. The unchanged 
absorbance for B2 shows that the catalyst cannot reduce 
the dye in the absence of reducing agent. A small percent-
age (< 10%) of reduction was observed for reactions B3, 
SS and AMPS (see inset in Fig. 6b). These reactions con-
tained reducing agent, but no catalyst. Hence, the dye 
can be reduced by reducing agent, but over a significantly 
longer period and the reduction is incomplete (max. 50%). 
The only reaction that showed complete discoloration of 
methylene blue within 900 s was the reaction that was 
catalyzed in the presence of reducing agent. Complete 
reduction was achieved within 300 s, whilst the uncata-
lyzed reactions showed a maximum of 7% reduction in 
900 s. Hence the addition of the catalysts significantly 
enhances the rate of the reduction reaction.

Next, the three different catalysts were compared, 
under the optimized conditions, to determine the effect 
of the silica nanoparticle size. Figure 7 shows the per-
centage reduction achieved by each of the three cata-
lysts over a 15 min period. The graph in Fig. 7 clearly 

demonstrates that there is a difference in the rate at 
which methylene blue is reduced by each catalyst. The 
rate of the reaction was slowest for catalyst on the larger 
silica support  (SS100) and fastest for the medium sized 
silica support  (SS50). What was interesting was that the 
smallest silica support with the smallest gold nanopar-
ticles  (SS20) was not the best catalyst. Theoretically, the 
increased surface area of the small  SS20 nanoparticles 
provides a large silica surface for stabilization of the Au 
nanoparticles. Thus, producing small, highly reactive Au 
nanoparticles as catalytic sites. This lower activity may 

Fig. 5  Schematic representation of proposed agglomeration of Au nanoparticles on  SSx–AMPS cores

Table 1  Composition of catalyzed reaction and various control 
reactions for each catalytic test

Control 
reaction

Dye Reduc-
ing 
agent

Catalyst 
 (SSx–
AMPS–Au)

Functional-
ized silica 
 (SSx–AMPS)

Silica  (SSx)

B1 x
B2 x x
B3 x x
SS x x x
AMPS x x X
Au x x x

Fig. 6  a Absorbance values at 663  nm for methylene blue discol-
oration by  SS100–AMPS–Au catalyst and control reactions (top) and 
b corresponding percentage reduction (bottom)
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be due to agglomeration, as observed in the TEM micro-
graphs (Fig. 4).

Based on the characterization data in Table 2, the cata-
lytic trend (Table 2, row 1) matches the gold loading per-
centage (Table 2, row 5). Therefore, the catalyst with the 
lowest gold loading (percentage) has the lowest surface 
coverage. Hence, it is proposed that there is more exposed 
gold surface for the reaction to occur, especially since the 
dye molecules are quite large. These results correlated 
with the proposed best catalyst in Sect. 3.2, where the 
stability of the catalysts was considered. 

The next step was to further optimize the reaction. 
Hence, in an attempt to make the reaction as green as pos-
sible, the equivalents of reducing agent were decreased. 
Figure 8 shows the results from the optimized reactions 
where only 150 equivalents of  NaBH4 were added.

From Fig.  8, the  SS100–AMPS–Au catalyst achieved 
100% reduction after 300 s. Next, the  SS20–AMPS–Au cat-
alyst achieved complete reduction after approximately 
150  s. Again, the best results were obtained with the 
 SS50–AMPS–Au catalyst that reached 100% reduction in 
less than 20 s.

As the two weaker catalysts  (SS100–AMPS–Au and 
 SS20–AMPS–Au) were showing fluctuations in the 

absorbance due to insufficient mixing, further optimiza-
tion was only carried out with the  SS50–AMPS–Au catalyst. 
A further decrease in the reducing agent was attempted. 
Figure 9 shows that a significant reduction in the  NaBH4 
(275 equivalents to 10 equivalents) only slows the rate of 
the reaction slightly. This reduction in the reducing agent 
excess greatly improves the atom economy by reducing 
waste products. The consequent cost reduction is also 
beneficial.

Since the rate of the reaction was still very fast, further 
rate reduction using  NaBH4 and the catalyst loading were 
tested, however, these attempts were not successful, as 
the absorbance values fluctuated throughout the reac-
tion time. To probe this, a spectrum scan was performed 
to obtain more information, as shown in Fig. 10a.

The spectra showed that methylene blue (λmax = 663 nm) 
is reduced to leuco methylene blue (λmax = 256 nm), but an 
equilibrium is established (Fig. 10b). Hence, the addition 
of more reducing agent and or a higher catalyst loading 
is required to achieved complete reduction. Increasing 

Fig. 7  Calculated % reduction of methylene blue for the three cata-
lysts with 275 equivalents  NaBH4

Table 2  Selected characterization data for  SSx–AMPS–Au catalysts 
for comparison with catalytic trends

Property SS20–AMPS–Au SS50–AMPS–Au SS100–AMPS–Au

Catalytic rate Medium Fast Slow
Silica size (nm) 15.6 ± 2.71 49.5 ± 7.21 102 ± 17.8
Au size (nm) 2.09 ± 0.305 3.46 ± 1.31 4.94 ± 2.21
Au loading 

(mg/mL)
0.145 0.108 0.134

Au loading (%) 79.9 66.1 81.5

Fig. 8  Calculated % reduction of methylene blue for the three cata-
lysts with 150 equivalents  NaBH4

Fig. 9  Calculated % reduction of methylene blue for the three cata-
lysts with varying equivalents of  NaBH4
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the catalyst loading by 1% is likely greener than adding 
a significant excess of the reducing agent, therefore, the 
chosen optimized conditions are 40 μM methylene blue, 
2 mol% gold and 10 equivalents of reducing agent. Under 
these conditions, the  SS50–AMPS–Au catalyst achieved 
100% reduction of methylene blue to leuco methylene 
blue within 50 s (Fig. 9). A comparison of the three cata-
lysts at the optimized conditions showed incomplete 
reduction by  SS20–AMPS–Au and  SS100–AMPS–Au with 
only  SS50–AMPS–Au achieving complete conversion. 
 SS20–AMPS–Au and  SS100–AMPS–Au showed initial reduc-
tion, followed by an increase in the absorbance, suggest-
ing that the reduction reaction was reversed. This again 

speaks to the formation of an equilibrium. This is likely 
due to a weak interaction between the substrate and the 
catalyst.

3.4  Recycling of catalyst

For green catalysts and nanocatalysts, recyclability is an 
important and valuable property. Based on the incorpora-
tion of the silica cores to enhance the stability of the gold 
nanoparticles, these catalysts should be easily recyclable.

In order to evaluate recyclability, the discoloration of 
methylene blue was catalyzed under optimized condi-
tions. Once complete, the catalyst was isolated from the 

Fig. 10  a Spectrum showing 
a possible equilibrium state 
between methylene blue 
reduction and oxidation and 
b changes in absorbance at 
663 nm (methylene blue) and 
256 nm (leuco-methylene 
blue)
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solution by centrifugation. However, oxidation of the 
leuco-methylene blue to methylene blue occurs upon 
isolation of the catalyst, as shown in Fig. 11. During the 
optimization studies, it was noted that the use of too lit-
tle catalyst or reducing agent resulted in an equilibrium, 
where the oxidation and reduction reactions occur revers-
ibly. Hence, the removal of the catalyst from the system 
may promote a reversal of the reduction reaction. Thus 
alternative conditions in which to drive the reduction reac-
tion forward, were considered.

Therefore, the recyclability test was repeated with more 
reducing agent (275–625 equivalents of  NaBH4) and higher 
gold loadings (2–10 mol%). Despite the large excess of 
reducing agent and/or increased gold loading, the dye 
was re-oxidized upon isolation of the catalyst. Increased 
reaction temperature (25–45 °C) also proved ineffective.

As a final test, non-catalytic conditions were employed. 
There are literature reports where non-catalytic quanti-
ties of metal (> 10  mol% metal) have been employed 
successfully [9, 12, 17], hence, the catalyst loading was 
increased to 50 mol% Au and the reducing agent was kept 
at 275 equivalents. These conditions are similar to those 
employed by Das and co-workers [17]. This reaction is a 
metal-mediated system, rather than a metal-catalyzed sys-
tem. The initial reaction, with fresh catalyst, showed com-
plete conversion from methylene blue to leuco-methylene 
blue. The catalyst was then isolated from the reaction solu-
tion by centrifugation. The supernatant was decanted and 
monitored over time (Fig. 12) and found to convert back 
to methylene blue when left overnight in the absence of 
catalyst. The isolated catalyst pellet was resuspended in 
water. Fresh dye and reducing agent were added and the 
catalysis reaction was carried out. Again, complete reduc-
tion of methylene blue was observed (Fig. 13). However, 
isolation of the catalysts for a second time led to oxidation 
of the desired leuco-methylene blue, back to methylene 
blue. Hence, the nanoparticles can be recycled once in this 
system.

Both catalytic- and metal-mediated reactions 
showed complete reduction of methylene blue, but 
only the nanoparticles from the metal-mediated reac-
tion could be recycled. Table 3 shows a comparison of 

the catalytic- and metal-mediated reaction conditions. 
It is quite clear that although the catalytic system is not 
recyclable, it is a far greener method than the metal-
mediated reductive discoloration. Not only does the 
catalytic system have a better atom economy, but it is 
also significantly less expensive.

Fig. 11  Reaction mixture after 
reduction (left) and after cata-
lyst isolation (right)

Fig. 12  UV–Vis spectra of the initial catalysed reaction (Rxn 1) 
showing only leuco-MB and the supernatant (Rxn 1_SuperN) over 
time which oxidizes from leuco-MB to MB

Fig. 13  UV–Vis spectra showing MB (MB) and the initial reduction 
of MB with fresh catalyst (Rxn 1), as well as the reduction of MB by 
recycled catalyst (Rxn 2)
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3.5  Mechanism for reductive dye discoloration

From the literature, it is proposed that metal nanoparticles 
act as electron transfer systems, facilitating the transfer of 
an electron from  NaBH4 to the dye. The transfer process in 
unfavourable due to a large potential difference between 
the reagents. Hence, metal nanoparticles, with an inter-
mediate potential assists in the transfer of the electron 
[9]. In order to confirm the mechanism, the same reaction 

conditions as above were applied, however, fresh reduc-
ing agent was not added upon recycling of the catalyst. 
Complete reduction of the dye was achieved, as in the ini-
tial reaction with fresh catalyst. This observation suggests 
that the electrons are transferred from  NaBH4 to the cata-
lyst surface in the initial reaction and the excess electrons 
remaining on the catalyst surface then reduce the dye in 
the second reaction, thus confirming that  SS50–AMPS–Au 
follows the proposed mechanism, as shown in Fig. 14.

3.6  Reductive dye discoloration of other dyes

Since many different dyes end up in waste streams, these 
catalysts were evaluated for their ability to reduce a range 
of both cationic and anionic dyes. Figure 15 summarizes 
the percentage reduction achieved with each of the three 
catalysts, as well as the reduction achieved with only 
reducing agent (in the absence of catalyst). The aim of this 

Table 3  Comparison of catalytic and metal-mediated reaction con-
ditions

Reagent Catalytic reac-
tion

Metal-
mediated 
reaction

Mol% Au  SS3–AMPS–Au 2 50
NaBH4 (no. of equivalents) 10 275
Recyclability (total no. of cycles) 1 2

Fig. 14  Proposed electron 
transfer mechanism reported 
in the literature, where 
electrons from  NaBH4 are 
transferred to methylene blue 
via the catalyst surface. By 
recycling the catalyst in the 
absence of  NaBH4, methylene 
was reduced by electrons 
already on the catalyst surface 
from the previous reaction

Fig. 15  Reduction of cati-
onic and anionic dyes by 
 SSx–AMPS–Au catalysts with 
2 mol% Au and 1, 5 or 200 
equivalents  NaBH4 for MG, CV 
and remaining dyes, respec-
tively
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assay was to demonstrate the scope of these catalysts for 
the reductive discoloration of a range of organic dyes.

The anionic dyes, methyl orange (MO) and congo red 
(CR) were successfully reduced. Similarly, the cationic dyes, 
rhodamine B (RhB), malachite green (MG) and crystal violet 
(CV) were also reduced. Malachite green and crystal violet 
were easily reduced with 1–5 equivalents of  NaBH4 (in the 
absence of catalyst), and the addition of catalysts did not 
appear to have a significant advantage.

Irrespective of the dye,  SS50–AMPS–Au was the most 
efficient catalyst. Interestingly, MO, RhB and CR were 
more difficult to reduce than MB, but almost complete 
reduction was achieved in 15 min using 2 mol% Au and 
200 equivalents of  NaBH4. Based on results in Fig. 15, the 
 SSx–AMPS–Au nanocatalysts are efficient dye discoloration 
catalysts for both cationic and anionic dyes.

4  Conclusion

In this paper,  SSx–AMPS–Au nano-raspberries were syn-
thesized by a 3-step method with facile and reproduc-
ible techniques. The naked silica spheres  (SSx) ranged of 
approximately 20–100 nm in size, whilst the discrete gold 
nanoparticles (Au) on the functionalized silica  (SSx–AMPS) 
were in the range of 2–5 nm.

Application of these nano-raspberries in dye discol-
oration studies, showed that the  SSx–AMPS–Au nano-
raspberry design has promise for application as electron 
transfer systems for reductive discoloration of a range of 
organic dyes. Not only are the nanoparticles stable for 
at least 3 months, but they are also easily isolated from 
the reaction system. Both catalytic- and metal-mediated 
reactions showed complete reduction of methylene blue. 
Comparison of the catalytic- and metal-mediated reac-
tion conditions showed that the catalytic system was the 
greener of the two systems with respect to atom econ-
omy and cost, despite it not being recyclable. The most 
efficient catalyst was the  SS50–AMPS–Au nanocatalyst, 
with a 50 nm silica core and gold nanoparticles of 3.5 nm. 
Under optimized conditions,  SS50–AMPS–Au induced 
complete reduction of methylene blue in less than 20 s at 
room temperature, using only 10 equivalents of reducing 
agent. At the same catalyst loading,  SS20–AMPS–Au and 
 SS100–AMPS–Au catalysts required at least 150 equiva-
lents of reducing agent to achieve complete reduction 
within 900 s. It is likely the balance between the nanopar-
ticle stability, dispersion and the smaller size of the gold 
nanoparticles that makes the  SS50–AMPS–Au nanoparticle 
system such a good catalyst compare to its counterparts. 
Hence, this class of  SSx–AMPS–Au nanocatalysts presents 
a promising starting point for the development of green 
catalytic (and metal-mediated) systems for reductive dye 

discoloration, where the silica core particle size and amine 
loading can be tailored to achieve good dispersion and 
small, stable gold nanoparticles to yield optimum catalytic 
efficiency.
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